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On the Total Curvature of Manifolds Immersed 
in a Euclidean Space

Yong-Soo Pyo and Sun-Sick Jang

1. Introduction

S.S.Chem and R.K.Lashof([3]) studied the total absolute curvature 

of_ immersed manifolds in a higher Euclidean 옹pace firstly through 

the Lips산｝itz~Kilhng curvature, and N.H.Kuiper(E41) who studied this 

area was contemporary with them.

Later, many mathematicians studied for 난le total absolute curvature 

(or total mean curature) of immersed manifolds (El], [2], [6], [7], 

[8] and [9] etc.).

For an n-dimensional compact manifold Mn immersed m a Euclidean 

彻-space E하' and the total absolute curvature T(Mn) (that is, the intergral 

of the absolute value of the Lipschitz-Killing curvature over the unit 

normal bundle of Mn if it exists) of AT, one of results Chern-Lashof 

and Kuiper proved in their papers [3, II] and [4].

(1.1) 7、。幻〉C〃逆0仁)，

where Cm-t is the volume of the unit 仞一I丿-sphere SW~J and 8(M龍) 

is the sum of the betti numbers of MH. The right-hand side of

(1.1) depend옹 on the coefficient field, And we know the Gauss-Bonnet 

theorem for a compact surface M in Em.
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(1.2) JmG(P) dv=2n 欢M),

where G(p) is the Gauss curvature at p in M and is the 

Euler characteristic of M. Besides, for any compact manifold MP immer

sed in E\ the inequality

(1.3) f^ce(p)dv>Cn

was proved in [LI] and [7], where a(p) is the length of the mean 

curvature vector of Mn at p.

We have found that the idea in B.Y.Chern s([l, ID]) was to 

choose the so-called Frenet frame eit e2,跖 以 in E1 so that the 

Lipschitz-Kniing curvature K(pfe) at (pte) is given by

(1.4) K(pte) = A(p) co^0+ 險)編2g 雄)> p例

where e— e3+sin0e4 is a unit normal vecter at p.

In this paper, we have generalized this idea of choosing suitable 

local field of orthonormal frames elf %so that the partial Gauss 

curvatures …2 人仞 and K(M)=(— 頫n&fT 卜入d

(p)co^n+d for a unit normal vector。= 2異宀宓金务 at p if the N- 

index of M at p is d, and obtained some results for the total 

curvature of a manifold Ml immersed in EL

2. Preliminaries

Let M be an w-dimensional manifold immersed in a Euclidean 

space E® of dimension tn(m}n). We choose a local field of orthonormal 

frames 电,…％ in En such that, restricted to AT, the vectors 灼…所 

are ta口횽ent to "(and consequently, 々+?广•焰 are normal to ")・ 
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We shall make use of the following convention on the ranges of 

indices :

(2.1) 1£ / (nJ n~^l〈尸〈伽；

1 < A Bt C <m

unless otherwise stated. With respect to the frame field of E* 아losen 

above, let s…,(o輝 be the field of dual frames. Then the structure 

equations of Ea are given by

(2.2) d(j)A = ^iCDaba (Zfe, a加+<以屈=。

dfdAB =普欢ca

We restrict these fijmis to Then a)r=0. Since 0=如「=芝，遍人 

ox, by Cartan s lemma we may write

(2.3) = '甲爲 d 1牝=力

From these formulas, we obtain

(2.4) dax = S to；A 僞 d® =苓 販+ 寿莹 R逆m

where R承【denotes the curvature tensor on 한圮 manif이d Af1. Thus 

we obtain

(2.5) RJj}ti = S 애—由f).

We call 由烏 a* the second fundamental form of A仁 The 

mean curvature vector H is given by -志乙

For a normal vector e—XrOrer at p in ", 한le second fundamental 

form A(pte) at (pte) is given by as matrix. The Lips

chitz-killing curvature K(p,e) is defined by
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(2.6) K(pte) = f-1)也 t(A(M)).

3. Some Results

For each p GAP, we denote by Tp the normal space of M1 at 

力.We define a linear mapping y from Tp into the space of all 

symmetric matrices of order n by

(3.1) 醇 CLrA(p,er).

Let Op denote the kernel of y. Then we have A(p,e)—0 for any 

e E 0P and dim Q〉初一額t + 3). We define the 2V-index of AT 

at by

(3.2) N—indexp ~m—n—ditnOp.

In fact, the A^index of any surface Af is < 3 everywhere.

Suppose that the 2V-index of AF at p i오 d. Then we choose 勿…，% 

at p in such a way that 务宀”,CQ・ For any unit normal vector 

e=7LrC0s Qer at pt 안le Lipschitz-Killing curvature K(p,e) at (pte) is 

a form of degree n on Hence, by choosing a suitable unit 

orthogonal vectors …岛w at p, we may write

(3.3) K(p,e) = (— --- Ad(p)cosa0n+d)t

兀仞 > … > 兀仞.

Theorem 1. Let AT be an w-dimensional compact manifold immer

sed in a Euclidean wz-space 疥.If the Mindex of AT < everywhere 

and Aj > 0, then the total absolute curvature T(Mn) of Ml is given 

by
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(3.4) T(Mn) V 쯔그h片: 以访 如’
Cn 1=1

where Cm is the volume of the unit 例-sphere 5™. The equality sign 

holds when and only when and n is even or 為=0.

Proof. From (3.3), 나le total absolute curvature K*(p) at p is given 

by

(3.5) K*(D) = I K(p,e) \do<i^(p) &-宀 | 坎歸 I do

= S 시J 育 I cosH01 dO 
1=2 Ch + 2

= 2으"

by spherical integration [5], where Sm n 1 is the unit hypersphere 

of do is 안le volume element of S™'8'1 and F is the Gamma 

function. Therefore the total absolute curvature of Mn is given 

by

(3.6) T(M") = * K*(p) dv < 쯔그匕“ S 郷 dv.

CH M t=1
If the equality sign of (3.6) holds, the inequality in (3.5) is actually 

equality. Since Mi〉…〉?녀〉0, 死 i옹 even or 入2=0. If 兀 = 0, then 

this is impossible because ) 2Cm-i (see [3,1]). Hence X；/0. 

The converse of this is trivial.

And also, we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let Mn be an n-dimensional compact manifold immer

sed in Eu시ideal 次-space E허. If the 7V-index of M° {d everywhere 

and Xz < 0, then we have

.(、 d
(3-7) W)<——片丿서可血
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If the equality sign holds when and only when 入<浮 0, and n is 

even or S=0.

Corollary 3. Let M be a compact manifold immersed in E허 

with Mindex of " (d everywhere. If 服氏=】I 入，仞 I dv > ,

then AT* is homeomorphic to a sphere S" of n-dimensions.

Proof. By Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we have

2C _ d
(3.8) T(W) 頒으亲느" 眾저汕.

M，피

Hence we abtain T(l^) < 3Cm-i by 난assumption. Therefore AT 

is homeomorphic to S* (see [3, II).

We have - the following corollary by (1.1) and (3.8).

Corollary 4. Let M be a compact manifold immersed in EF 

with the JV-index of AT < d everywhere. Then we have

(3.9) C* 阿)<2fu. £ I UP) I dv,

where ^(M1) is 난xe sum of the betti numbers of

And also, we abtain the following corollary.

Corollary 5. Let AF be a compact manifold immersed in E허 

with even dimension n. If the Mindex of everywhere, then 

we have

(3.10) T(M-)人，，d'(p) dv > 2C”，t 人* S UP) dv,

where a(p) is the lengh of the mean curvature vector at in 

M\

Proof. By spherical integration, the total absolute curvature K*(p) 
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at p is given by

(3.11) K*(p)〉S K(P) da = ―興一任; 서切
_ 「디 C» t = 1

Hence we have

(3.12) T(M”) ”쯪“，，&仞血

C-H 1 1

Therefore we complete a proof of the corollary by (1.3),

Theorem 6. Let Af be a compact surface in EL If the N-index 

of M is 2 and 入<2=0. Then M is homeomorphic to a 2-sphere.

Proof. From (3・3), since G《D)=MD), we have

(3.13) K拖)=MP) j广3 cos2^ da

= K1(p) 능原泌仞拓

= 느知)

by spherical integration, where G(p) is the Gauss curvature at p 

in M. Hence the total absolute curvature T(M) of M is given by

(3.14) T(M) = JgD) dv = Ci W)

by (1.2), where «M) is the Euler 사mcteristic of M. Since T(M) > 

Cm-iP(M) (see (1.1)), Therefore x(M)^P(M)—2. Hence

M is homeomorphic to a 2-sphere.

From Theorem 6, we can prove the following corollary because 

G=^+入之+入$ on a surface M in EL

Corollary 7. Let M be a compact surface in E" with X?—0.
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Then M is homeomorphic to a 2-sphere.

Theorem 8. Let be a compact manifold immersed in EL 

Then we have

(3.15) /广 R (p)dv(n2 丿小 a.2(p)dvt

where R(p) is 난le scalar curvature at p in Af1.

Proof. From (2.5), the scalar curvature R is given by

(3.16) R = £R驴
w

= —四)2
r I w

■= wW—S2,

where S=C當丿"痣)％ Hence R(p) < t^a?(p) for at any point p in 

AT, since S 产 0. Therefore 난ds completes a proof the theorem.
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